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To identify the location of the strongest vibration of skeletal membrane structures under pulsating wind and predict the response
and damage of the structures. To guide engineering reinforcement, base on the platform of ANSYS Workbench as a platform, the
complex skeleton membrane structure is first simplified using the modal fitting method, and the error of the 30th-order frequency
of the membrane structure before and after the simplification is calculated to be less than 5% compared to the unsimplified model.
Based on the simplified model, the unidirectional coupling and bidirectional coupling methods were compared using the surface
averaging wind pressure distribution parameters of the membrane structure. The results show that the extreme value and extreme
difference of the averaged wind pressure of the bidirectional coupling are larger than those of the unidirectional coupling under the
same wind angle, which verifies the reliability of the vibration analysis of the large-span membrane structure under the bidirec-
tional coupling. By analyzing the wind pressure coefficients at the key measure points, it can be seen that the structure is in
unfavorable working condition at the wind angle of 0°–45°. Based on the bidirectional coupling method, the maximum displace-
ment time variation curve, maximum acceleration time variation curve, and maximum equivalent force time variation curve for
different wind direction angles are basically the same, and the membrane structure gradually equilibrates with time, and the
maximum instantaneous displacement, maximum instantaneous acceleration, and maximum equivalent force all reach the maxi-
mum at wind direction angle 30° and the minimum at 90°.

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of science and technology,
the application of large span membrane structures is widely
used [1, 2]. The main body of a skeleton membrane structure
is a steel member or various types of material support as a
spatial structural support, whereas the membrane material is
covered on the support as an envelope structure, so that the
membrane material and the skeleton form a jointly stressed
structural system. Most membrane materials have the char-
acteristics of lightness, softness, low stiffness, and damping,
while exhibiting significant geometric nonlinearities [3]. The
pulsating wind has the characteristic of changing randomly
over time, so when the vibration frequency of the structure is
close to the natural frequency of the membrane structure,
resonance will occur and the membrane structure under the
pulsating wind load is prone to wind vibration [4–6]. As the
wind direction changes, the distribution of wind pressure on

the surface of the structure has a significant impact, which
affects the stability of the structure. In practice, most skeletal
membrane structures do not take into account the wind-
induced response under the joint action of fluctuating wind
and fluid-solid coupling; therefore, it is necessary to analyze
the wind-induced response of fluctuating wind under fluid-
solid coupling. Because the correlation between the pulsating
components of the natural wind in the X, Y, Z directions is
weak, and the horizontal and vertical wind directions have
less influence on the structure, this paper is based on compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) and computational structural
dynamics (CSD) techniques to study the transient response of
pulsating wind skeleton membrane structures with different
wind angles downwind.

In terms of model simplification, He et al. [7] proposed a
fitting modal method for dynamic modeling. The modes
calculated by large-scale finite element analysis software
were fitted into polynomial forms to obtain an approximate
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analytical expression for the curved beam modes, simplifying
the modeling and calculation process. Wu et al. [8] conducted
simplified and dynamic analysis on large satellite structures
using beammodeling method, additional mass method, RBE3-
mass modeling method, and virtual mass method, andMazzilli
et al. [9] provide an extensive survey of scholarly literature
regarding nonlinear modes of vibration and their significance
in generating more effective reduced-order models.

In terms of dynamic analysis, Pan et al. [10] obtained
from the study of the vibration frequency characteristics of
open and closed films under incoming wind that the addi-
tional mass is the main factor affecting the vibration fre-
quency of film structures, and the effect of air-bearing
stiffness on the vibration frequency of closed films cannot
be ignored. Zhang et al. [11] found that when the film pre-
stress is less than the critical value, the vibration of the film
structure is dominated by the film, and when the film pre-
stress is greater than the critical value, the film and the frame
are coupled to vibrate. Rong et al. [12] analyzed the kinetic
energy change of the thin film space structure system to
study its motion process and unfolding stability. It can be
found that the kinetic properties of the thin film space struc-
ture are affected by different modes of motion; the smaller
the unfolding rate of the thin film structure, the better the
unfolding stability. Wu et al. [13] studied the aeroelastic
instability characteristics and mechanism of two closed-type
saddle shaped tensioned membrane structures by wind tunnel
test, for most wind directions, several vibration modes are
excited and the amplitude and damping ratio of the roof slowly
increase with the oncoming flow velocity. Sun et al. [14] inves-
tigated the effects of lateral pulsating winds at different wind
speeds on the wind-induced vibration response and wind pres-
sure distribution of different membrane structures.

The current algorithm for solving fluid–solid coupling is
weak coupling [15, 16], in which two-way fluid–solid cou-
pling combines CFD and computational solid mechanics
(CSD) to calculate the stress and strain of solids under the
action of fluids and the flow-field changes of fluids under the
influence of solid deformation. The one-way fluid–solid cou-
pling only considers the stress and strain of the solid under
the action of the fluid. Chen et al. [17] realized single and
bidirectional fluid–solid coupling through CFD and finite-
element methods, and took the cantilever plate as the research
object to calculate the vibration response characteristics and
hydrodynamic characteristics of the cantilever plate under
different Reynolds numbers, to capture the vortex induced
resonance phenomenon. Lu et al. [18] and Sun and Gu [19]
studied the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) of membrane
structures under wind actions by novel numerical method,
and obtained some significant results for the wind-resistant
design ofmembrane structures. The fluid–solid coupling numer-
ical simulation is carried out, and the displacement response
time history of the structure is obtained.

In this paper, the vibration form of the structure is pre-
dicted by modal analysis, and the consistency of the vibration
before and after simplification is ensured by the modal fitting
method. The stability of the structure is further analyzed by
combining wind pressure and wind vibration response

analysis with wind pressure coefficient values and parame-
ters such as maximum displacement, maximum acceleration,
and maximum equivalent force values.

2. Model and Methods

2.1. Computational Model. The calculation model of this
paper is a coal shed in Shanxi as shown in Figure 1, the
membrane structure part of this coal shed adopts 1.0mm
thick PTFE material, the steel structure adopts Q345B steel,
the structural parameters are detailed in Table 1. The upper
string uses φ140× 6, the lower string uses φ168× 6, the obli-
que belly rod uses φ76× 4, the upper straight belly rod uses
rectangular section, which size is 140× 80× 3× 3, the chord
oblique web bar uses φ114× 4 in the main truss. The upper
chord of the secondary truss uses φ114× 4 the lower string
uses φ89× 4, the oblique belly rod uses φ60× 3, the upper
oblique belly rod uses φ76× 3 in the secondary truss. The
sagittal span ratio of main truss is 1/4, the height of arch
section is 1/35, the overall span is 84m, the length is 171m,
and the total construction area is 14,553.25m2. The structure
satisfies the Code for Structural Loads of Buildings (GB50009-
2012) [20], Technical Specification for Membrane Structure
(CECS158-2015) [21], and Design Standard for Steel Struc-
ture (GB50017-2017) [22] design requirements.

The wind vibration response analysis of structural is dif-
ferent from the static analysis, and the membrane structure
and the main structure must be analyzed as a whole, because
the dynamic characteristics of the membrane structure will
be essentially changed after it is separated out, and the exis-
tence of a large number of steel structures can not accurately
predict the vibration situation because of the fluid–solid cou-
pling analysis of wind vibration response, and the achiev-
ability is lower. The steel structure is considered to be
simplified, and the steel structure is projected onto the sur-
face of the membrane structure according to the position
relationship, and the simplified model is shown in Figure 2.
Ultimately, it is inevitable to consider reducing the differences

Principal rafeer: D = 140 mm
Lower chord: D = 168 mm
Web member: D = 76 mm

Principal rafeer: D = 140 mm
Lower chord: D = 89 mm
Web member: D = 60 mm

1.7 m

1.7 m

FIGURE 1: Diagram of coal shed model.
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of the model simplification, and the simplified model is
adjusted and measured in certain tension, mass block and
constraint position, so that its modal first 30 order frequencies
and the modal frequencies of the model before simplification
are consistent under certain errors, and this method is called
the modal fitting analysis of dynamics basis. The effect of the
bottom structure on the membrane structure has been incor-
porated into the calculation by means of a simplified fitting.

2.2. Model Simplification Reliability Analysis. Modal analysis
is a basic method to study the vibration properties of a struc-
ture. Its purpose is to identify the modal parameters of a
vibrating system and provide a basis for vibration analysis
and optimization of the dynamic properties of the structure.
The frequencies of each order before and after model sim-
plification keep the same trend under certain errors. It can
show that the inherent vibration properties of the model are
not affected by the simplification, which provides a physical
model basis for wind-induced vibration analysis. Modal
vibration equation:

M½ � ÿ tð Þf g þ C½ � ẏ tð Þf g þ K½ � y tð Þf g ¼ 0: ð1Þ

In Equation (1), [M] is the mass matrix, [C] is the damp-
ing matrix, and [K] is the stiffness matrix. By adjusting the
mass, damping, and stiffness terms, the frequencies are fitted
for the model simplification. For the simplified model, the
prestress modal analysis method is used to consider the large
deformation effect under tension. The frequency-distribution
curves of thefirst 30 orders ofmodal before and after themodel
simplification are shown in Figure 3(a). In Figure 3(a), a small
range of frequency step situation occurs after the 10th order.
Figure 4 gives a comparison vibration cloud of the 9th–12th
order, for which the 10th order local vibration turns into the

11th order overall offset leading to the step phenomenon. The
frequency error of each order before and after the model
simplification is shown in Figure 3(b) curve with a maximum
error of about 5%, which well ensures the consistency of the

TABLE 1: Basic setup of membrane structure.

Membrane material
parameters

Modulus of elasticity
(N/mm2)

Poisson’s
ratio

Tensile stiffness
(KN/m)

Pre-tension
(KN/m)

Shear modulus
(N/mm2)

1,400 0.35 1,400 3 400

Steel parameters
Elastic modulus

(N/mm2)
Poisson’s
ratio

Coefficient of linear
expansion

Mass density
(kg/m3)

Shear modulus
(N/mm2)

2.06× 105 0.3 1.25× 105 7,850 7.92× 104

FIGURE 2: Simplified diagram of coal shed.
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FIGURE 3: Diagram of modal frequency and error distribution. (a)
Modal frequency distribution. (b) Error distribution of each order.
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I: Modal
Total deformation 9
Unit: mm

0.014266 Max
0.013247
0.012228
0.011209
0.01019
0.0091708
0.0081518
0.0071329
0.0061139
0.0050949
0.0040759
0.0030569
0.002038
0.001019
0 Min

X

Y

I: Modal

(a1) (a2)

Total deformation 9
Unit: mm

0.014266 Max
0.013247
0.012228
0.011209
0.01019
0.0091708
0.0081518
0.0071329
0.0061139
0.0050949
0.0040759
0.0030569
0.002038
0.001019
0 Min

Z

X

YZ

ðaÞ

E: Modal
Total deformation 10
Unit: mm

0.035202 Max
0.032688
0.030173
0.027659
0.025144
0.02263
0.020116
0.017601
0.015087
0.012572
0.010058
0.0075433
0.0050289
0.0025144
0 Min

E: Modal
Total deformation 10
Unit: mm

0.034832 Max
0.032344
0.029856
0.027368
0.02488
0.022392
0.019904
0.017416
0.014928
0.01244
0.0099519
0.0074639
0.004976
0.002488
0 Min

(b1) (b2)

X

YZ

X

YZ

ðbÞ

E: Modal
Total deformation 11
Unit: mm

0.012656 Max
0.011153
0.0096502
0.0081473
0.0074066
0.006666
0.0059253
0.0051846
0.004444
0.0037033
0.0029627
0.002222
0.0014813
0.00074066
0 Min

E: Modal
Total deformation 11
Unit: mm

0.018601 Max
0.017272
0.015944
0.014615
0.013286
0.011958
0.010629
0.0093004
0.0079718
0.0066432
0.0053145
0.0039859
0.0026573
0.0013286
0 Min

(c1) (c2)

X

YZ

X

YZ

ðcÞ

I: Modal
Total deformation 12
Unit: mm

0.0080043 Max
0.0074326
0.0068609
0.0062891
0.0057174
0.0051456
0.0045739
0.0040022
0.0034304
0.0028587
0.002287
0.0017152
0.0011435
0.00057174
0 Min

I: Modal
Total deformation 12
Unit: mm

0.0080043 Max
0.0074326
0.0068609
0.0062891
0.0057174
0.0051456
0.0045739
0.0040022
0.0034304
0.0028587
0.002287
0.0017152
0.0011435
0.00057174
0 Min

(d1) (d2)

X

YZ

X

YZ

ðdÞ
FIGURE 4: Membrane structure mode nephogram. (a1)–(a2) 9th order vibration cloud diagram. (b1)–(b2) 10th order vibration cloud diagram.
(c1)–(c2) 11th order vibration cloud diagram. (d1)–(d2) 12th order vibration cloud diagram.
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vibration characteristics before and after the model simplifi-
cation. To better ensure consistency in the vibration charac-
teristics of the model before and after simplification, Figure 4
also presents the fitted mode shapes of the structure for the
9th–12th orders before and after simplification.

3. Model Parameters and Boundary Conditions

3.1. Fluid Domain Settings. When performing numerical
fluid simulation, the computational domain is set up to sim-
ulate an infinite flow-field region with a finite flow field. To
ensure the validity of the calculation, the fluid domain obstruc-
tion ratio requirement needs to be satisfied [23], and the rect-
angular wind field domain size of 2,565m× 1,260m× 120m is
established with an open-period boundary around it, and the
ground is closed-wall surface considering the roughness, and
the ground roughness is B class site ground [20], as shown in
Figure 5(a). The grid discretization of the fluid domain is

carried out, and the number of grid cells is 5,512,000; the
number of grid nodes is 3,055,000; and the grid mass is
more than 0.418; and the grid model is shown in Figure 5(b).

3.2. Structured Domain Settings. The structural domain model
is meshed discretized with MultiZone mesh type as shown in
Figure 6(a), and due to the thin film thickness, at least two
layers of mesh in the thickness direction must be ensured as
shown in Figure 6(b). The number of grid cells is 338,000; the
number of grid nodes is 1,697,000; and the grid model is
shown in Figure 6.

3.3. Boundary Conditions. In this study, Re = U ρ L/μ=
3.403× 108, where U is taken as the maximum wind speed
of the pulsating wind, ρ is the air density, L is the characteristic
length of the fluid, and μ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient of
the fluid. Because the Re value belongs to high Reynolds num-
ber, and to conserve computing resources, the Realizable k-Ɛ
turbulencemodel in the time-homogenized Reynolds equation

ðaÞ ðbÞ
FIGURE 5: Diagram of simulation model. (a) Fluid domain model. (b) Grid model.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 6: Diagram of Structural model grid. (a) Overall mesh model, (b) local grid schematic.
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averaging (RANS) method is selected. In this study, the inlet
wind velocity is discrete time-dependent pulsating wind data,
and the pulsating wind data are referenced from [24] with
certain transformations. The User-Defined Function (UDF)
of FLUENT, that is, UDF is used to write dynamic links to
the solver using C language. The UDF header file #include
“udf.h” was defined and the discrete data points were loaded
into the program by compiling Complied using the DEFINE_
PROFILE (unsteady_vel,t,i) macro language with the entrance
velocity setting UDF program with the bottom boundary set
to wall and 0.15 according to the wall roughness [20]. The
discrete pulsating wind data are obtained after fitting as shown
in Figure 7(a), and the Simiu power spectrum distribution is
obtained after FFT transformation of the time-range wind
speed data Figure 7(b), the pulsating wind load frequency is
concentrated in the low-frequency band, which coincides with
the vibration property frequency of the structure in the above
study and can better analyze the vibration of the structure.

3.4. Finite-Element Verification. To ensure the reliability of
the calculation results, this article is conducting irrelevance
verification of the computational domain grid. With respect
to the wind direction angle of 0°, the wind pressure coeffi-
cient of monitoring point 17 is obtained, as shown in the
trend results in Figure 8. The results indicate that as the
number of grids increases, the wind pressure coefficient of
measuring point 17 shows a trend of increasing and then
stabilizing. The data error decreases as the number of grids
increases from 5,512,346, and as the number of grids increases
from 5,512,346 to 11,024,114, which is close to twice the
original number, the difference in results is only 0.82%. To
be more convincing, the parameters of measuring points 1
and 15 are also given, and the relationship between the num-
ber of grids and the wind pressure coefficient is shown in

Table 2. Therefore, considering the issue of computational
resources, 5,512,346 grids are selected for subsequent analysis.

The parameter settings in this study are strictly refer-
enced from the literature [25]. The model used in this litera-
ture study is similar to the model studied in this paper, and
the specific wind pressure coefficients derived from the wind
tunnel experiments are similar to the numerical simulation
results in this study. The accuracy of the numerical simula-
tions in this paper can be verified.

4. Analysis of Calculation Results

In this study, the main research variable is the wind angle
[26], which is taken as 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90°,
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FIGURE 7: Diagram of pulsating wind. (a) Pulsating wind speed time course curve. (b) simiu wind speed spectrum.
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whereas the distribution of wind pressure in membrane
structures with different wind angles and the vibration
response values generated on the membrane surface under
the action of pulsating wind with different wind angles are
calculated using unidirectional coupling and bidirectional
coupling methods.

4.1. Comparative Analysis of the Distribution of Averaged
Wind Pressure Coefficients. Table 3 gives the extreme values
of wind pressure coefficient distribution and the difference
between positive and negative pressure wind pressure coeffi-
cients for unidirectional coupling and bidirectional coupling
film surface averaging. The difference of wind pressure coef-
ficient reflects the comprehensive degree of the structure
under tension and pressure, and the larger the difference,
the more obvious the structure is “torn” and the more easily
the structure is destroyed. The maximum difference value of
unidirectional coupling appears at the wind direction angle
of 45°, the maximum difference value is 4.71, and the mini-
mum difference value appears at the wind direction angle of

90°, the minimum difference value is 2.27; the maximum
difference value of bidirectional coupling appears at 30°, the
maximum difference value is 5.34, and the minimum differ-
ence value also appears at the wind direction angle of 90°, the
minimum difference value is 3.07; both unidirectional cou-
pling and bidirectional coupling wind pressure coefficient
difference values show the wind direction from 0° to 90°, first
the wind pressure coefficient is 3.07. The difference of wind
pressure coefficients of both unidirectional and bidirectional
coupling shows a trend of increasing and then decreasing
from wind direction angle 0° to 90°, which is basically consis-
tent with the law in the literature [27]; in addition, because the
bidirectional coupling also considers the influence of solid
deformation on the flow field, which leads to stronger vibra-
tion of the membrane structure and makes the difference of
wind pressure coefficients of each wind direction angle larger
than that of unidirectional coupling.

Comprehensive Figures 9 and 10 can be found that the
structure surface will produce negative pressure effect, accord-
ing to Bernoulli’s principle, at this time the pressure is the

TABLE 3: Summary of extreme values of wind pressure coefficients for rigid and flexible.

Coupling type 0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90°

Unidirectional
Positive pressure 1.15 1.20 1.18 1.08 0.95 0.98 0.99
Negative pressure 2.25 2.31 3.10 3.63 2.64 2.65 1.28
Difference value 3.40 3.51 4.28 4.71 3.59 3.63 2.27

Bidirectional
Positive pressure 2.60 1.86 1.93 1.85 1.95 1.74 1.75
Negative pressure 2.27 3.32 3.41 3.25 2.44 3.03 1,32
Difference value 4.87 5.18 5.34 5.1 4.39 4.77 3.07

Velocity
contour 1

2.036e + 001

Velocity
contour 1

2.036e + 001
1.909e + 001
1.782e + 001
1.654e + 001
1.527e + 001
1.400e + 001
1.273e + 001
1.145e + 001
1.018e + 001
8.909e + 000
7.636e + 000
6.363e + 000
5.091e + 000
3.818e + 000
2.545e + 000
1.273e + 000
0.000e + 000 0.000e + 000

(ms–1) (ms–1)Z

YX

Z

YX

1.527e + 001

1.018e + 001

5.091e + 000

FIGURE 9: Diagram of cross-section velocity.

TABLE 2: Grid volume irrelevance verification.

Number of grids Measurement point 1 Measurement point 15 Measurement point 17

1,287,159 0.54 0.65 −1.34
1,715,921 0.58 0.70 −1.44
2,789,783 0.62 0.87 −1.51
3,402,189 0.64 0.90 −1.57
4,161,251 0.71 0.94 −1.67
5,512,346 0.73 1.03 −1.97
7,154,612 0.73 1.04 −1.98
9,215,145 0.73 1.05 −1.98
11,024,114 0.73 1.06 −1.99
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smallest, and the edge of the membrane in the leeward area is
subject to the simultaneous action of the upper and lower
airflow, whichmakes the winded area produce a winding effect
and a positive pressure effect locally, and the leeward area is
prone to a stronger vibration under the action of the pulsating
wind. Figure 9 gives a cloud diagram of the wind pressure

coefficient distribution at 0°, 30°, 45°, and 90° for the unidi-
rectional coupling and bidirectional coupling wind angles, and
the distribution trend law is also basically consistent with that
in the literature [27], and the distribution of wind pressure
coefficients at different wind angles shows an overall gradually
shifting trend. From the distribution of wind pressure

Pressure coefficient
(a1) (a2)

1.150e + 000
9.375e-001
7.250e-001
5.125e-001
3.000e-001
8.750e-002
–1.250e-001
–3.375e-001
–5.500e-001
–7.625e-001
–9.750e-001
–1.188e + 000
–1.400e + 000
–1.612e + 000
–1.825e + 000
–2.037e + 000
–2.250e + 000

Pressure coefficient
2.600e + 000
2.296e + 000
1.991e + 000
1.687e + 000
1.382e + 000
1.078e + 000
7.737e-001
4.694e-001
1.650e-001
–1.394e-001
–4.438e-001
–7.481e-001
–1.053e + 000
–1.357e + 000
–1.661e + 000
–1.966e + 000
–2.270e + 000

X

YZ

X

YZ

ðaÞ
(b1) (b2)

Pressure coefficient
1.180e + 000
9.125e-001
6.450e-001
3.775e-001
1.100e-001
–1.575e-001
–4.250e-001
–6.925e-001
–9.600e-001
–1.227e + 000
–9.495e + 000
–1.763e + 000
–2.030e + 000
–2.297e + 000
–2.565e + 000
–2.832e + 000
–3.100e + 000

Pressure coefficient
1.930e + 000
1.596e + 000
1.263e + 000
9.287e-001
5.950e-001
2.613e-001
–7.250e-002
–4.063e-001
–7.400e-001
–1.074e + 000
–1.408e + 000
–1.741e + 000
–2.075e + 000
–2.409e + 000
–2.743e + 000
–3.076e + 000
–3.410e + 000

X
Y

Z

X
Y

Z

ðbÞ
(c1) (c2)

Pressure coefficient
1.080e + 000
7.856e-001
4.913e-001
1.969e-001
–9.750e-002
–3.919e-001
–6.863e-001
–9.806e-001
–1.275e + 000
–1.569e + 000
–1.864e + 000
–2.158e + 000
–2.453e + 000
–2.747e + 000
–3.041e + 000
–3.336e + 000
–3.630e + 000

Pressure coefficient
1.850e + 000
1.531e + 000
1.213e + 000
8.937e-001
5.750e-001
2.562e-001
–6.250e-002
–3.813e-001
–7.000e-001
–1.019e + 000
–1.338e + 000
–1.656e + 000
–1.975e + 000
–2.294e + 000
–2.612e + 000
–2.931e + 000
–3.250e + 000

X Y
Z

X Y
Z

ðcÞ
(d1) (d2)Pressure coefficient

X

Y

Z X

Y

Z

9.960e-001
8.537e-001
7.115e-001
5.693e-001
4.270e-001
2.847e-001
1.425e-001
2.501e-004
–1.420e-001
–2.842e-001
–4.265e-001
–5.687e-001
–7.110e-001
–8.532e-001
–9.955e-001
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FIGURE 10: Wind pressure distribution of rigid and flexible structures. (a1) 0° wind angle unidirectional. (a2) 0° wind angle bidirectional. (b1)
30° wind angle unidirectional. (b2) 30° wind angle bidirectional. (c1) 45° wind angle unidirectional. (c2) 45° wind angle bidirectional. (d1)
90° wind angle unidirectional. (d2) 90° wind angle bidirectional.
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coefficient, it can be seen that the trend of wind pressure
distribution between unidirectional coupling and bidirectional
coupling is basically the same; themaximum pulsating positive
pressure will be generated at the edge of the windward side,
and the airflow moves upward along the membrane surface,
and the velocity reaches the maximum when the airflow
reaches the top.

To describe the distribution of the averaged wind pres-
sure coefficient on the surface of the membrane structure in
more detail, typical measurement points [27] 1, 2, and 7 at
the corner of the model, typical measurement points 4, 5, and
15 at the edge, and typical measurement points 17, 19, and 27
at the middle were selected for comparative analysis, and the
numbering arrangement of the measurement points is shown
in Figure 11.

From Figure 12, it can be found that in the corner area,
the pulsation averaged wind pressure coefficient of the uni-
directional coupling surface measurement point increases
slightly with the wind direction angle and then decreases,
and the pulsation averaged wind pressure coefficient of the
bidirectional coupling surface measurement point is smaller
overall with the increase of the wind direction angle. The
maximum pulsation wind pressure coefficient is 1.15 and
2.59 at measurement point 7, indicating that the most unfa-
vorable working condition in the corner area is 0° wind
angle, when the downforce generated by bidirectional cou-
pling is greater than that of unidirectional coupling.

The pulsation-averaged wind pressure coefficient of the
unidirectional coupling surface measurement point 4 in the
right edge region increases with the wind direction angle,
whereas the bidirectional coupling results vary irregularly,
and the maximum values of the pulsation-averaged wind
pressure coefficients for both are −0.38 and 0.89 at the 0°
wind direction angle, indicating that the region is also most
unfavorable at the 0° wind direction angle, and shows differ-
ent forms of deformation. For measurement point 5, the
maximum pulsation-averaged wind pressure coefficient for
the unidirectional coupling is −3.15, which occurs at a 45°
wind direction angle. The maximum pulsation averaging
wind pressure coefficient out of the position of measurement
point 5 for the bidirectional coupled surface is −2.07, which
occurs at 30°wind angle. It can be found that the unfavorable

conditions at the right edge of the structure are concentrated
in the wind direction angles from 0° to 45°. The maximum
pulsation averaging wind pressure coefficients of 1.02 and
2.59 for the unidirectional coupling and bidirectional cou-
pling measurement point 15 occur at 15° and 0° wind angles,
respectively, indicating that the most unfavorable wind angles
in the lower edge area are from 0° to 15° wind angles.

The maximum pulsation-averaged wind pressure coeffi-
cients at the central region for unidirectional and bidirectional
coupled surfaces were−2.13 and−1.5 for measurement point
17, both occurring at 15° wind angle, respectively, and 0.32
and 1.13 for measurement point 19, occurring at 30° and 0°
wind angle, respectively, and−1.17 and−0.99, which occurred
at 30° and 15°wind angles, respectively. This indicates that the
most unfavorable wind angle in the middle region is in the
wind angle of 0°–30°.

In summary, it can be found that during the whole anal-
ysis of the averaged wind pressure coefficient, the structure is
most dangerous at the wind angle of 0°–45°, and the overall
value of the pulsating averaged wind pressure coefficient for
bidirectional coupling is greater than that of unidirectional
coupling, and the wind pressure distribution on the mem-
brane surface will be different under different coupling types,
further verifying that the wind pressure distribution on the
membrane surface will change significantly when consider-
ing the influence of membrane surface deformation on the
flow field, that is, bidirectional coupling.

4.2. Comparative Analysis of Wind-Driven Vibration on
Membrane Surface. After comparing the distribution of the
averaged wind pressure coefficient on the membrane surface,
the vibration of the membrane structure at typical wind
angles of 0°, 30°, 45°, and 90° was compared and analyzed
on the basis of bidirectional coupling, and the time course
change curves of the maximum displacement of the mem-
brane structure are given in Figure 13, the time course change
curve of the maximum acceleration is given in Figure 14, and
the time course curve of the maximum equivalent force is
given in Figure 15. It can be seen that the trends of maximum
displacement time range and maximum acceleration time
range of maximum stress time range for different wind angles
are basically the same, themoments ofmaximumdisplacement
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28 23 18 13

5
27 22 17 12

4
26 21 16 11 3

28
25 20

51 50 25 15 15 12

9
11
11

22

28

90°
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FIGURE 11: Typical wind pressure measurement point number.
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FIGURE 12: Variation curve of pulsating wind pressure coefficient with wind direction angle at key measurement points. (a) Corner
measurement point wind pressure coefficient. (b) Edge measurement point wind pressure coefficient. (c) Central measurement point
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generated by different wind angles are all in the 1.5 s, the
moments of maximum acceleration are all in the 2 s, and the
maximum equivalent stresses are all in the 1 s. The possibility
of convergence of the overall vibration of the structure over
time, that is, the vibration amplitude is getting smaller, is due to
the frequency distribution of the pulsating wind and themodal
frequency of the membrane structure are within an order of
magnitude, leading to a relatively strong structural vibration at
the beginning. Combined with the flow velocity distribution of
the wind pressure analysis above, the membrane structure
belongs to the wind field around the flow state, and as time
passes, the vortex behind the membrane structure gradually

stabilizes and produces a certain effective effect, which makes
the membrane structure gradually converge to equilibrium.

To more intuitively reflect the changes of wind vibration
response values of the structure under the action of different
pulsating wind angles, the maximum displacement cloud dia-
gram is given in Figure 16, the maximum acceleration varia-
tion cloud diagram in Figure 17, and themaximum equivalent
force cloud diagram in Figure 18, it can be seen that the
maximum displacement, maximum acceleration, and maxi-
mum equivalent force of the structure under different wind
angles are mainly reflected in the differences of distribution at
different locations, and the overall displacement, acceleration,
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FIGURE 13: Diagram of time history curve of maximum equivalent stress of membrane structure (a) 0° wind direction angle. (b) 30° wind
direction angle. (c) 45° wind direction angle. (d) 90° wind direction angle.
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and equivalent force values of the structure. The overall dis-
placement, acceleration, and equivalent force values of the
structure show a certain symmetric distribution. Table 4
shows the variations of the instantaneous maximum displace-
ment, instantaneous maximum acceleration, and maximum
equivalent force values for each wind direction angle. It can be
seen that the difference between the values of different wind
directions is not large, but also shows a certain law, the maxi-
mum instantaneous displacement, maximum instantaneous
acceleration, and maximum equivalent force all reach the
maximum at 30° and theminimum at 90°, which is consistent

with the law of wind pressure polar difference and verifies the
accuracy of the wind pressure analysis method above.

5. Conclusions

The analysis of the flow-solid coupling of large-span mem-
brane structure shows that the bidirectional flow-solid cou-
pling has better reliability for the calculation of large-span
membrane structure; the vibration analysis of the bidirec-
tional flow-solid coupling of large-span membrane structure
provides reference and basis for the research and engineering
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FIGURE 14: Curve of maximum acceleration of membrane structure. (a) 0° wind direction angle. (b) 30° wind direction angle. (c) 45° wind
direction angle. (d) 90° wind direction angle.
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application of this structure. The following conclusions are
also obtained.

(1) For the complexity of the actual large-span mem-
brane structure, the physical model is simplified
using the modal-fitting method, and the modal fre-
quencies of the 30th order are compared between
before and after the model simplification are com-
pared, and the maximum error is 5%, mode shapes is
also fitting well, which makes the model have roughly
the same stiffness before and after simplification, and
provides an effective computational model basis for
the wind-induced vibration analysis later.

(2) For the distribution of the averaged wind pressure
coefficient on the membrane surface, comparing
the polar difference of wind pressure coefficient can
get the maximum wind angle 45° under unidirec-
tional coupling, and the maximum wind angle 30°
under bidirectional coupling; the overall polar differ-
ence of bidirectional coupling is greater than that of
unidirectional coupling, considering the influence of
membrane structure deformation on the flow field,
which is more in line with the actual law and verifies
the reliability of bidirectional coupling on the calcu-
lation of large span membrane structure; the analysis
of the averaged wind pressure coefficient of key
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FIGURE 15: Diagram of time history curve of maximum equivalent stress of membrane structure. (a) 0° wind direction angle. (b) 30° wind
direction angle. (c) 45° wind direction angle. (d) 90° wind direction angle.
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FIGURE 16: Continued.
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FIGURE 16: Diagram of maximum displacement of membrane structure (a) 0° wind direction angle. (b) 30° wind direction angle. (c) 45° wind
direction angle. (d) 90° wind direction angle.
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FIGURE 17: Diagram of maximum acceleration of membrane structure. (a) 0° wind direction angle. (b) 30° wind direction angle. (c) 45° wind
direction angle. (d) 90° wind direction angle.
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FIGURE 18: Diagram of maximum equivalent stress of membrane structure direction. (a) 0° wind direction angle. (b) 30° wind direction angle.
(c) 45° wind direction angle. (d) 90° wind direction angle.

TABLE 4: Summary of maximum displacement and maximum acceleration at different wind angles under bidirectional coupling.

Wind angle 0° 15° 30° 45° 60° 75° 90°

Maximum instantaneous displacement (mm) 847.38 848.46 849.49 848.69 848.46 847.23 846.26
Maximum instantaneous acceleration (mm/s2) 3,452.5 3,450.3 3,473.7 3,450.7 3,468 3,465.1 3,450.7
Maximum instantaneous equivalent force (MPa) 10.92 10.98 11.18 11.05 11.16 10.95 10.88
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measurement points has obtained the unfavorable
wind angle working condition from 0° to 45°.

(3) The trends of maximum displacement, compound
stress, and maximum acceleration time course change
curves for different wind angles are basically the same,
the maximum displacement, maximum stress, and
maximum acceleration are mainly reflected in the dif-
ference of different positions, which is consistent with
the averaged wind pressure distribution; with time,
themembrane structure appears to be in gradual equi-
librium under the action of tension and stress; the
instantaneous maximum displacement and instanta-
neous maximum acceleration, maximum compound
stress all reach the maximum at wind angle 30° and
the minimum at 90°, which is consistent with the law
in wind pressure analysis.

(4) Considering that the overall stiffness of the structure is
mainly affected by the rigid structure elements, whereas
the stiffness of the membrane elements has little influ-
ence, the scaling ratio model is not made after simplifi-
cation, which is limited to finite-element simulation. If
a reasonable scaling ratio model with the same stiffness
is calculated, the correctness of the wind-vibration
response part can be further verified by comparative
analysis between experiment and simulation.

Data Availability

In this paper, based on the article “Wind tunnel investigation
on the wind load of large-span coal sheds with porous gables:
influence of gable ventilation,” numerical simulation is con-
ducted to verify the correctness (https://sci-hub.st/10.1016/j.
jweia.2020.104242).
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